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 established, hastens the onset of heart failure and is a serious complica-
tion. It usually develops in the course of the disease, with the incidence
highest in the third and fourth decades, and is rarely observed In
children; it Is a common cause of heart failure and therefore a most
important prognostic sign. The prognosis is more favourable in cases
without cardiac enlargement. When symptoms are due to a high
ventricular rate which can be controlled by treatment, the outlook is
better than in cases with failure and a slow heart-rate. Recurring
\ rheumatic Infections lead to progressive inflammatory changes in the
heart-muscle with greater deformity of the valves, and therefore favour
the de\e!opment of cardiac failure; a chronic toxic state from any
source may also poison the myocardium and lead to a circulatory
breakdown. In a small proportion of cases the prognosis Is that of
bacterial endocarditis, always ending fatally, usually within six months
of the onset of the symptoms. It Is of some value in prognosis to know
the age of the patient at the time of the Initial Infection, for the longer
the duration of the disease the greater Is the likelihood of the occurrence
of auricular fibrillation and heart failure.
There is general agreement that it is not safe to rely upon the type of
\alvular disease as a basis of prognosis, for there are too many other
factors concerned in the cardiac breakdown. To conclude that the patient
with a regurgitant murmur has a better expectation of life than one
with stenosis it is necessary to have full information about the response
to effort, the size of the heart, the rhythm, infections, or a toxic state.
With these requirements satisfied there is a sound basis for prognosis
without relying upon the character of the murmur and the degree of
valvular deformity. It is probably true that structural disease of the
heart as a whole is more commonly associated with stenosis than with
regurgitatlon, and in this respect valvular disease can, within a restricted
field, be used as a prognostic sign.
In the young patient with stenosis the active phases of rheumatism
are longer and the quiescent Intervals are shorter than in the child
with a regurgitant murmur. There is a tendency for the rheumatism to
be less active in adolescents and adults, and the condition of the patient
left 'with residual damage may remain stationary for many years.
Mitral disease Is sometimes observed in the fifth decade, the result of
an Infection in childhood.
When the child or adult is protected from the stress and strain of
everyday life, and has suitable occupation, proper nourishment, and
adequate treatment for Intercurrent infections, the heart mischief may
not progress and the functional efficiency may remain unimpaired. The
child of well-to-do parents has a better outlook than one living in
the unhealthy home surroundings of the poorer classes. The artisan
and tie labourer for similar reasons are less able to combat the ravages
of the disease than are the sedentary worker and the professional
Frequent pregnancies tend to undermine the general health and

